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M@rsouin: a unique network in France
Created in 2002 by the Breton Regional Council, M@rsouin is both an observatory of digital practices
and a network of 15 research centres. This structure, named “M@rsouin” (for Môle Amoricain de
Recherche sur la SOciété de l’information et les Usages d’INternet, ie Armorican Mole for Research on
the Information Society and Uses of the Internet), is built on Social Science research centers workforces
and aims at developing cooperation with firstly regional, but also national and European research
centers, public institutions and firms.
More precisely, it is expected to:
• conduct studies and surveys to help better understanding of how digital practices of
individuals and organization contribute to the transformation of society and economy;
• foster research in Social Science on digital practices,
• engage a prospective reflection on the Information Society, in order to assist the political
institutions in the construction of public policies favoring the emergence of good practices
and the access to these services for all the citizens.
A close team is in charge with the organization of the network activities.

In brief: what make M@rsouin’s organization unique in France
-

Researchers have research programs and look for data
M@rsouin Observatory provide this evidence through inquieries
Data collection is scientifically guaranteed by the researchers involvement in the definition of
the protocols and the professionalism of the observatory’s know how
- Data collection is tailored to the researcher’s needs
This approach is unique in France, as far as social sciences and digital technology are concerned.

The researcher’s network
M@rsouin gathers more than 80 researchers affiliated to seven different Research Institutions (4
universities and 3 Higher Education Establishments).
This researcher’s network brings together 15 research centers representing a whole range of social
sciences: sociology, anthropology, economics, political science, law, geography, social and cognitive
psychology, ergonomics, management science, esthetics, educational science, communication studies,
etc.
A yearly Call for Research Projects on digital practices is promoted by M@rsouin. The transdisciplinary and trans-research centers cooperation encouraged through this Call for Projects over the
year have lead to further collaboration of the M@rsouin members funded by several Institutions, and
notably the French National Research Agency (ANR).
A yearly conference is also organized at the end of May and gathers around a hundred researchers.
The yearly M@rsouin conference has become over the years the main national meeting in social
science research on digital practices.
Results are published regularly on M@rsouin’s website.

4 main research orientations:
•
•

Learning : How digital technologies change and contribute to news forms of learning.
Social interaction: New technologies enable to create new sociability, new sharing process,
news information and knowledge production, news media.

•
•

Public area: How can new digital technologies help public policy makers and citizen.
Market: Economic impact of digital technologies, e-commerce development, network
economics.

The close team of M@rsouin (observatory and research coordination)
•
•
•
•

Godefroy Dang Nguyen, Professor of Economics and Scientific Director of M@rsouin
Margot Beauchamps, Coordinator of research activities
Emilie Huiban, Studies manager
Nicolas Deporte, Statistician

The main missions of the close team are:
• to carry out studies and surveys,
• to organize a yearly conference,
• to organize a Call for Research Projects on digital practices
• to foster cooperation between researchers and Public (but also private) Institutions.
The studies and surveys conducted by the team of the observatory aim at collecting regularly data on
digital practices of:
- private individuals,
- companies (mainly small and medium size businesses),
- Local governments.
The data collected are provided to Public Institutions, and in first instance the Breton Regional Council,
and also researchers. The researchers of M@rsouin’s network are thus invited to cooperate for the
preparation of the questionnaires in order to obtain relevant data for their research.
The strengths of M@rsouin’s network and observatory thus rely on:
•

Interdisciplinary: Diversity of expertise, methodology and knowledge

•

Couples questionnaire and research issues to produce original and meaningful analysis.
o
o
o

Content: Photography of equipment and usages, prospective analysis, need
assessment, satisfaction analysis, profiling.
Methodology: Building questionnaire, sampling, definition of quotas and

representatively, monitoring the survey (recovering respondents)
Treatment: cleaning database, statistical analysis (cross and frequency tab) specific
treatment, multivariate analysis (typology, factorial analysis), econometrics.

Our periodical surveys
Surveys among Private Individuals
We conduct a periodic survey among a sample of 2000 Private Individuals representative of the
Brittany population. The survey is carried out by telephone through outsourced services.
The themes of the questionnaire may vary throughout the years but we keep a range of questions in
order to measure evolutions.
Themes: equipment and uses of ITC for communication, cultural practices, information (on practical

life, health, politics, etc.), skills in ICT uses, online sociability, digital identity, uses of e-government, etc.
Survey conducted in 2014, 2012, 2009, 2008, 2006, 2004 and 2002.

Surveys among Local Governments
Data is collected using both a paper mail-out, mail-back questionnaire and phoning. We obtain
commonly answers from more than a third of the 1300 “Communes” of Brittany, and we make sure
that the sample is representative of the 1300 “Communes” (smallest French Local Government) in
terms of size of population.
Themes: uses of ITC for inside organization of Local governments and to foster interactions with

citizens (e-administration), skills and training in ICT use of the administrative officers, strategic
orientation on digital policies (e-inclusion, e-government, etc.)
List of survey conducted along Local Governments:
2013 : among “intercommunalities” (groups of “Communes”)
2013: among “Communes”
2010: among “Communes”
2007: among “Communes”
2005: among “Communes”
2003: among “Communes”.

Surveys among Companies
Data is collected using both a paper mail-out, mail-back questionnaire and phoning in order to
obtain a sample of 2000 companies representative of the Breton economic fabric.
Themes: uses of ITC for intra- and inter-company cooperation, telecommuting, communication and

webmarketing, skills and training in ICT of the employees, teletraining, etc.
2015: among “small and medium size businesses”
2012: among “small and medium size businesses”
2011: among “micro-businesses and crafts”
2008: among “small and medium size businesses”
2006: among “micro-businesses and crafts”
2006: among “small and medium size businesses”
2005: among “small and medium size businesses”
2005: among “small and medium size businesses”

Some of our one-time surveys
Beside the periodic surveys, we conducted other thematic surveys related to the research projects lead
by members of M@rsouin.
Here is a list of some recent surveys:
Survey on French Facebook users (October 2014): online survey on a panel of 2000 Facebook
users representative of the population of French Internet users questioned about their use of
Facebook for social purposes, their privacy settings and considerations on privacy settings.
Survey on Digital Piracy and cultural consumption (may 2012) online survey on a sample of
2000 Facebook users representative of the population of French Internet users questioned

about their practices of cultural consumption and of digital files exchange (peer-to-peer,
offline swapping, downloading, etc.) before and after the Hadopi Law (which create a legal
authority in charge of Peer-to- protocol monitoring) was voted.

Survey on carpooling and ICT uses (February 2012): telephone survey on a sample of 700
actives employees (a representative sample by sex, age, socio-professional categories)

questioned about the commuting modes, their use (or non-use of carpooling and their
opinions on carpooling) and their use of ICT related to commuting.
Survey on cultural practices of French Internet users - November 2011: telephone survey on
a sample of 1000 people representative of the population of French Internet users (+ 1000
people representative of the population of Internet users in the French Brittany region)

questioned about their practices of music (concerts, buying CDs, downloading music, playing
music, creating playlist, etc.), their influences for music preferences (online community, playlist
sharing, etc.)
Survey among French Wikipedia’s contributors (January 2011): online survey through online
banner on Wikipedia’s website, with the cooperation of Wikimedia France : 16000 people
answered this survey related to their Internet uses, their digital skills, their Wikipedia uses, their
motivation to contribute to Wikipedia, etc.

Some recent publications
Economics, management and marketing
BENGHOZI Pierre-Jean, LYUBAREVA Inna, When organizations in the cultural industries seek new
business models: a case study of the french online press. International journal of arts management,
2014, vol. 16, n° 3, pp. 6-19
BONGIOVANNI-DELAROZIÈRE Isabelle, LE GOFF-PRONOST Myriam, RAPP Thomas, “Cost-effectiveness
of telemedicine: lessons to learn from an international review”. Value in health, november 2014, vol. 17,
n° 7, pp. A425
DEJEAN Sylvain, DANG NGUYEN Godefroy, MOREAU François, On the complementarity between
online and offline music: the case of the free streaming. Journal of cultural economics, november 2014,
vol. 38, n° 4, pp. 315-330
JULLIEN Nicolas, CROWSTON Kevin, ORTEGA Felipe, Sustainability of open collaborative communities:
Analyzing recruitment efficiency. Technology Innovation Management Review, january 2013, pp. 20-26
JULLIEN Nicolas, ROUDAUT Karine, Can open source projects succeed when the producers are not
users? Lessons from the data processing field. Management international = International management
= Gestión internacional, 2012, vol. 16, pp. 113-127
JULLIEN Nicolas, What We Know About Wikipedia: A Review of the Literature Analyzing the Project(s)..
Brest : Institut TELECOM/TELECOM Bretagne, 2012, (Collection des rapports de recherche & preprints
de TELECOM Bretagne, ISSN 1255-2275), to appear in Research Policy
CROWSTON Kevin, JULLIEN Nicolas, ORTEGA Felipe, Is Wikipedia Inefficient? Modelling Effort and
Participation in Wikipedia. HICSS 2013 : 46th Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences,
Washington, DC : IEEE Computer Society, 07-10 january 2013, Grand Wailea, Maui, Hawaii, United
States, 2013

JULLIEN Nicolas, CROWSTON Kevin, DELTOUR François, Open Source ERP adoption: a technological
innovation perspective. AIM 2013 : Conference Association Information et Management, 22-24 may
2013, Lyon, France, 2013
MARTIN Angele, MABILLE Pierre, BREDA Gabriele, BELAID Fateh, PICARD Robert, LE GOFF-PRONOST
Myriam, Potential Business Models for Innovative ICT Platform of eHealth Services. Med-e-Tel 2014 :
the international ehealth, telemedecine and health ICT forum for education, networking and business,
09-11 april 2014, Luxembourg, Luxembourg, 2014
PICOT-CLÉMENTE, R., BOTHOREL, C., & JULLIEN, N. (2015). Social Interactions vs Revisions, What is
important for Promotion in Wikipedia?. arXiv preprint arXiv:1501.01526.
PENARD T., POUSSING N., SUIRE R., “Does Internet use make people happier?”, Journal of SocioEconomics, vol.46,October, 105–116, 2013.
PENARD T., PERRIGOT R. “Determinants of E-commerce adoption by franchisors: Insights from the U.S.
market”, International Journal of Electronic Commerce, vol. 17(3), 109–130, 2013.
PENARD T., POUSSING N., ZOMO YEBE G. and NSI-ELLA P., “Comparing the Determinants of Cell
Phone and Internet Use in Africa: Evidence from Gabon”, Communication & Strategies, N°86, 65-83,
2012.
PENARD T., POUSSING N. "Internet Use and Social Capital: The Strength of Virtual Ties", Journal of
Economic Issues, 44 (3), 569-595, 2010.
PERRIGOT R., OXIBAR B., DÉJEAN F. (2015), Corporate Social Disclosure in the franchising sector:
Insights from French franchisors’ websites, Journal of Small Business Management, 53, 2, 321-339
PERRIGOT R., BASSET G., BRIAND D., CLIQUET G. (2014), Network uniformity and risk of reclassification
of the franchise contract, International Journal of Retail & Distribution Management, 42, 10, 884-901
[CNRS 3].

Regional sciences
AGUILÉRA A., LETHIAIS Virginie, RALLET Alain, Spatial and non-spatial proximity in inter-firm relations:
An empirical analysis. Industry and innovation, february 2012, vol. 19, n° 2
AGUILÉRA A., LETHIAIS V., RALLET, A., 2014, Spatial Proximity and Intercompany Communication:
Myths and Realities, European Planning Studies
(http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/09654313.2014.979137).
MARTIN-BRELOT, HELENE and al., 2010, The Spatial Mobility of the ‘Creative Class’: A European
Perspective, International Journal of Urban and Regional Research, 34 (4), p.854-870
MARTIN-BRELOT, HELENE, The spatial orientations and the behaviours of managers in the audiovisual, web design and consultancy sectors in a knowledge intensive city: Toulouse, Creative Industries
Journal, Vol. 2, Iss. 1, 2009
DIEUDONNE Patrick, A. MAHAMAT, MARTIN-BRELOT Hélène, Laurent TCHAMNDA NANA, Mehdi
TAHAN, et al.. Impact indicators relating to high speed communication networks. LCA conference
2013, Nov 2013, Lille, France.

SUIRE R., BALLAND PA, VICENTE J, 2013, « Structural and geographical patterns of knowledge
networks in emerging technological standards: evidence from the European GNSS industry »,
Economics of Innovation and New Technology, 22, p47-72
SUIRE R., VICENTE J. 2014, "Life cycle of cluster or cluster for life: critical factors for resilience",
Entrepreneurship and Regional Development, 26, p142-164,
SUIRE R.., CRESPO J. and VICENTE J., 2014, “Lock-in or lock-out: How structural properties of
knowledge networks affect regional resilience”, Journal of Economic Geography, 14, p199-219

Educational sciences
ENEAU J., and DEVELOTTE C., 2012, Working together online to enhance learner autonomy: Analysis of
learners’ perceptions of their online learning experience. ReCALL, 24, pp 3-19.
ENEAU J., 2008, From autonomy to reciprocity, or vice versa? French personalism's contribution to a
new perspective on self-directed learning, Adult Education Quarterly, 58 (3) , pp. 229-248.
ERHEL, S. & JAMET, E. (2011). How Can Positive Effects of Pop-up Windows on Multimedia Learning be
Explained ? Journal of Educational Multimedia and Hypermedia, 20(2), 135-156.
ERHEL, S., & JAMET, E. (2013). Digital game-based learning: Impact of instructions and feedback on
motivation and learning effectiveness. Computers & Education, 67(0), 156-167.
ERHEL, S., & JAMET, E. (in press) The Effects of Goal-Oriented Instructions in Digital Game-Based
Learning. Interactive Learning environments.
POTIN Émilie, 2014, « AEMO and the coordination of family communications : using ICT », La revue

internationale de l'éducation familiale 1/ 2014 (n° 35), p. 75-92

Psychology, ergonomics and cognitive sciences
DÉTIENNE Françoise, CAHOUR Béatrice, LEGOUT Marie-Christine, GOURVENNEC Bernard, RELIEU Marc,
COPPIN Gilles, “Interactive frames constructed in Second Life meetings: a study in educational and
professional settings”. Cognition, technology and work, November 2013, vol. 15, n° 4, pp. 445-455
FLEURY, S., JAMET, E., LOUP-ESCANDE, E., GHORBEL, A., Lemaître, A. & Anquetil, E. (2013). Towards
some specifications for an automatic recognition software: an example of an user-centred design.
Journal of Software Engineering and Applications: Vol.6/10A-2013, p.1-4.
GANIER, F., HOAREAU, C., & TISSEAU, J. (2014). Evaluation of procedural learning transfer from a virtual
environment to a real situation: A case study on tank maintenance training. Ergonomics, 57, 6, 828843.
GANIER, F., Cognitive models of the processing of procedural instructions. In A. Rothkegel & S. Ruda
(Eds.), Communication on and via Technology. (pp. 39-63). Berlin: Mouton - De Gruyter.
LOUP-ESCANDE, E., BURKHARDT, J.-M., CHRISTMANN, O. & RICHIR, S. (2014). Needs’ elaboration
between users, designers and project leaders: analysis of a design process of a Virtual Reality-based
software. Information and Software Technology: Vol. 56/8, p.1049-1061.

LOUP-ESCANDE, E., CHRISTMANN, O., DAMIANO, R., HERNOUX, F. & RICHIR, S. (2014). Virtual reality
learning software for individuals with intellectual disabilities: comparison between touchscreen and
mouse interactions. International Journal on Child Health and Human Development (Special issue:
Virtual and augmented reality environments for people with special needs): Vol.7/4-2014.
MICHINOV, N., JAMET, E., METAYER, N., & Le HENAFF, B. (2015). The eyes of creativity: Impact of social
comparison and individual creativity on performance and attention to others’ ideas during electronic
brainstorming. Computers in Human Behavior, 42, 57-67.
JAMET, E. (2014). An eye-tracking study of cueing effects in multimedia learning. Computers in Human
Behavior, 32, 47-53.

Law
AUCHER, G., BARREAU-SALIOU, C., BOELLA, G., BLANDIN-OBERNESSER, A., GAMBS, S., PIOLLE, G., &
Van Der Torre, L. (2011). The Coprelobri project: the logical approach to privacy. 2e Atelier Protection
de la Vie Privée (APVP 2011).
BLANDIN-OBERNESSER, A., 2011, Legal Issues of Trans-border Flows of Personal Data between EU and
ASEAN. In International seminar entitled" Emerging Asia: Implications for EU and ASEAN Integration".
BLANDIN-OBERNESSER, A. 2010, The legal framework for user-created content in the European Union:
an existing right or a new exception? A comparative law approach. In Proceedings of the 5th

International Conference on Intellectual Property of High Technology: Knowledge Sharing and
Balanced IP Protection.

Communication studies
DE MAEYER J., LE CAM F., (2015), « The material traces of journalism », Digital journalism, vol.3, n1,
pp.85-100.
DE MAEYER J., LIBERT M., DOMINGO D., HEINDERYCKX F., DOMINGO D., LE CAM F., (2014), « Waiting
for data journalism : a qualitative assessment of the anecdotal take-up of data journalism in Frenchspeaking Belgium », Digital journalism, doi:10.1080/21670811.2014.976415.
DOMINGO D., LE CAM F., (2015), « Journalism beyond the Boundaries : The Collective Construction of
News Narratives », in Carlson, M. et Lewis, S.C., Boundaries of Journalism : Professionalism, Practices
and Participation, New York, Rouledge, pp.137-151.
DOMINGO D., LE CAM F., (2015), « The tyranny of Immediacy. Gatekeeping practices in French and
Spanish online news », in Tim P. Vos and François Heinderyckx, Gatekeeping in Transition, New York
and London, Routledge, Taylor and Francis, pp. 123-140.
KUHN, R., & NEVEU, E. (Eds.). (2013). Political journalism: New challenges, new practices. Routledge.
LE CAM F., (2015), « Photographs of Newsrooms: From the Printing House to Open Space Offices:
Analyzing the transformation of workspaces and information production », Journalism, vol.6, n1,
pp.134-152.
NEVEU, E. (2010). News without Journalists. Brazillian Journalism Research, 6(1), 29-54.

RINGOOT, R., & RUELLAN, D. (2007). Journalism as permanent and collective invention. Brazilian

journalism research, 3(2), 67-76.
RUELLAN, Denis, To Think 'Citizen Journalism' (November 13, 2007). Available at SSRN:
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1300839
THIERRY D., Photojournalisme and proximity images : two points of view, two professions ? , Brazilian
Journalism Research, Volume 7, N°1, 2011, pp 67-87

Contact
Most of the information provided by our Website is in French, but you might find some further
information on http://marsouin.org/
Feel free to contact Margot Beauchamps, coordinator of M@rsouin association:
margot.beauchamps@telecom-bretagne.eu

+33 (0)2 29 00 14 45

